In this paper, we present a new statistical technique for estimation of average power dissipation in digital circuits. Present statistical techniques estimate the average power based on the assumption that the power distribution can be characterized by a preassumed function. Large error can incur when the assumption is not met. To overcome this problem, we propose a nonparametric technique in which no distribution function needs to be ,assumed. A set of distribution-independent upper and lower bounds of the average power are developed using the properties derived from the order statistics. A stopping criterion is designed based on the bounds for a desired percentage error with a specified confidence level. Since it does not resort to assuming any particular distribution function, the technique can be applied to all the circuits irrespective of their power distributions. Comparison is made against the present stat istical technique based on the central limit theorem. Experimental results show that the proposed technique is much more accurate and robust, yet the efficiency characteristic of statistical techniques is still preserved.
I. Introduction
For state-of-the-art VLSI technology, power analysis and powtx optimization have become crucial design concerns and have received much attention from DA community. The importance of accurate power analysis is twofold. First, since the battery life of portable equipment and several reliability problems are directly related to power dissipation, accurake power analysis is essential. Second, the quality of the synthesized circuit optimized for low power strongly depends on the accuracy of cost function (power) evaluation. For these reasons, power estimation has become the focus of research efforts in recent years.
Among the approaches proposed in the past to tackle the power estimation problem, statistical technique is an attractive choice because of its accuracy, esciency and simplicity. For the average power consumption of the whole circuit, it usually requires only a few hundred input vectors to generate an accurate estimate. Since the only information needed to draw a statistical conclusion is the consumed power, to implement a statistical technique, a variable delay circuit simulator can be modified easily to monitor the power and all the signal correlations are imlplicitly taken into consideration.
Various statistical approaches have been proposed to address the whole circuit average power [l] and individual node activity estimation problem 21 [3] . This paper only discusses the first problem. In [l \ , the average power of a circuitrwith m gate output nodes over a time interval (-T/Z, +T/2] is modeled as a random variable PT and is expresses as:
where Ci is the load capacitance at node i, random variable n i is the number of .transitions occurred at node i, and VDD is the power supply voltage. The average power of the circuit can be expressed as the expected value of P T . By assuming that PT is normally distributed over any T , for a confidence level 1 -a, the sample average w and sample standard deviation ST of N different PT samples obey the following relation:
where t a / 2 is obtained from the t distribution with ( N -1) degrees of freedom. By dividing both sides of (2) by w, the absolute error relative to rp is bounded. For a desired percentage error E , the simulation is continued until the following criterion is satisfied:
The major assumption made in deriving (3) is that PT over any T is normally distributed. It was assumed [l] that for most of the circuits, the distribution of PT is at least approximately normal. However, it has been observed that the assumption is not valid for several benchmark circuits. Since the causes for the nonnormal distribution of PT are not clearly understood, this assumption will inevitably discourage the use of statistical technique as a reliable average power estimator. To overcome this problem, in this paper we propose a new statistical approach for average power estimation. We call this technique nonparametric, because conclusion ISLPED 19916 Monterey CA USA 0-7803-357 1 -8/96/$5. W1996
can be drawn for a statistical property (mean) without assuming any particular distribution function or parameter. With use of this technique, the average power dissipation can be estimated with high accuracy and r e bustness by only analyzing the power sample data with distribution-independent statistics. Owing to this feature, the proposed technique can be applied to circuits with arbitrary power distributions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we show how to express the power consumption of a circuit as a random variable so that statistical techniques can be applied. In Section 111, first we use the properties derived from the distribution-independent order statistics to construct a confidence band of the cumulative distribution function ( c d f ) . Next, we show how to develop upper and lower bounds of the average power using the concept of confidence band. Based on the distribution-independent bounds, we design a stopping criterion to terminate the random simulation when the bounds satisfy the user-specified accuracy and confidence level. We implemented the proposed technique and tested it on a set of benchmark circuits. The results are reported in Section IV with discussions and comparisons with those obtained from the approach in [l], followed by the concluding remarks in Section V.
Problem Formulation
Consider a digital circuit with n primary inputs. An input pattern of the circuit is a vector composed of 0's and 1's to assign a value to each primary input. Input pattern can be treated as a random variable V and generated by an input generation machine which can take into account spatial and/or temporal correlations among the primary inputs, such as those suggested in [4] and [5] .
In static CMOS circuits, a gate dissipates power only when the gate output switches due to logic state transition at primary inputs. Here the power due to leakage currents is ignored. Without loss of generality, we assume that the logic state of primary inputs switch at the same time or remain unchanged. The power dissipation of the circuit with m gate output nodes is a function of the two consecutive input vectors V I and V2 and can be expressed as:
where the symbols have the same meanings as those in (1) except T . In (l), T i s a time interval with arbitrary length; in (4) T is set such that during one unit of T any primary input can only switch once. If the circuit is embedded in a synchronous environment, T is the clock cycle time. Since P is a function of n;, i = 1, . . . , m , it is also a random variable and possesses a distribution function. It should be noted that since the number of transitions at each gate output can only take nonnegative integers, n; has a discrete distribution. According to (4), so does P . For practical circuits, the sample space of V1 and Vz is usually large enough so that the difference between two adjacent observable values of P is small. Therefore, we can assume that P has a continuous distribution function [6] . 
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A. Order Statistics
For a given circuit, let F ( p ) be the cdf of P . Suppose that the random variables P I , . . . , P , form a random sample of F ( p ) , where P I < P Z < . . . < P,, and let PI,. . . , p , denote the observed values of P I . . . , P,.
A sample cdf F,(p) is constructed from the values p l , . . . , p , such that for any p (0 < p < CO) the value of F, ( p ) represents the proportion of observed values in the sample which is less than or equal to p , as depicted in Fig. 1 . F,(p) can be regarded as the cdf of a discrete distribution which assigns probability 1/n to each of the n values p l , . . . , p,. For the i t h order statistic P ; , we define a random variable 2; = F ( P j ) . It is noteworthy that the distribution of Z; is independent of that of Pi. The pdf g;(z) of Zi is [7] After some algebraic manipulation, we can express the cdf G;(z) of Z; recursively:
Using (6) 
Since Pr(F(Pj) 2 %Tin) = 1 -a/2 and Pr(F(Pj+l) 5
,Pa") 3 + 1 = 1 -a/2, the following 1 -cy confidence interval is always valid for Pj:
Figure 2: The empirical cdf and 9'3% confidence band of F ( p ) of circuit C880 when sample size is 672. (8) 
where BL(P) = zTin, Bu(P) = z z r , pi < P < P~S I , i = 1,. . . , n. Fig. 2 illustrates the empirical cdf Fn(t) as well as BL(jD) and Bu(p) of a benc:hmark circuit C880 when n is 6'72.
B. Bounds of Average Power and Stopping Criterion
The 1 -CY confidence band (9) is distributionindependent, and is the key result for finding the bounds of the average power and designing the stopping criterion to terrninate the random sinnulation. To begin with, recall that the average power p p of a circuit is the mean of' P:
where f(p) := dF(p)/dp. Let U = J'(p), by substituting f(p)dp by du and p by F -l ( u ) , the integration in (10) can be performed on the domain of variable U as
By referring to Fig. 3 , we can see that p p is just the area bet,ween F -l ( u ) and U axis and it is bounded Since &(p) and 8~( p ) are invertible, we can now bound p p by: 
L (~) and &(p) will become increasingly
closer towards the the real cdf F ( p ) . As a result, the calculated bounds of average power j i p~ and PPpv will approach P P . For a desired percentage error E and confidence level 1 -a specified up-front by the user, the power simulation can be stopped when the following criterion is satisfied:
The first sample size n to satisfy (15) is defined as the convergent sample size. By (15), we can bound Ippjip l / j i to the specified percentage error and guarantee the ottained sample mean jip is close enough to p p . Since the derivation of (15) only employs the properties of the order statistics and requires no assumption on the distribution of P , the stopping criterion is thus distribution-independent and can be applied to any type of circuits.
W . Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed average power estimation technique has been implemented as a distribution-independent power estimator (DIPE) and applied to a set of benchmark circuits to estimate the average power dissipation. The statistics of the test circuits are tabulated in Table l. Table 2 shows the simulation results for the set of benchmark circuits. The circuits are assumed to operate at a clock frequency of 20MHz with 5V power supply. For each circuit , every primary input is assumed to be independent of one another and has a signal probability 0. 5 generated via a random number generator. The maximum error allowed was specified as 5% with 0.99 confidence. In Table 2 , SIM is the average power obtained by calculating the sample mean of a power sample of size 1 million, and represents the best estimate we can get. LB(UB) is the lower(upper) bound of the average power, and /lp is the sample average power. LB, UBI and p p are all obtained using the convergent sample size listed in the last column. For all the circuits, the technique produced very accurate estimate of the average power. Another distinguished property of the technique is that it is dimensionally-independent [l], i.e., the convergent sample size for a specified accuracy is independent of the circuit size. Thus, this technique is useful for average power estimation of very large circuits. Although the convergent sample size is not a function of circuit size, it shows certain correlation with the standard deviation U of P . If we plot the mean convergent sample size over 1000 simulation runs with d normalized by the mean p of P , as shown in Fig. 4, it grows linearly as c / p increases for all the test circuits. The reason for this observation is that every power value in the sample is weighted differently when calculating the bounds of theA average power. For simplification, we assume that B{u,L} ( p ) are close enough to B{u,L} ( p ) so that the bounds can be obtained by calculating the areas between ByG,Ll(u) and the U axis: 
vary along with i, the bounds can be viewed as the nonlinearly weighted sum of the sample data, while the sample mean ,GI, is obtained by summiing the sample data weighted by the same coefficient l / n . The variation of weighting coefficients as a function of order i is plotted in Fig. 5 when sample size is 128. It can be clearly seen that the smaller power values are more heavily weighted in estimating &L than Ppu, while the larger power values are more heavily weighted in estimating than , i i p~. The sample data ordered in between have approximately equal weighting coefficients. Because sample data are unequally weighted, when evaluating the sample mean and the bounds, the standard deviation plays an important role in deciding the sample size for the bounds to converge. To understand this, suppose that at some point of the simulation, the current sample size is s and q new sample data are collected from the simulation which are smaller than the current sample mean. Let w,, wav, W I denote the weighting coefficients of B v ( p ) , F,,(p), and B L (~) , respectively. Since w, < w,, < w l , compared to the old bounds, the new upper bound will lbe closer to the new sample mean while the new lower bound will be farther from the new sample mean. The situation when the collected power data are larger than the current sample mean can be discussed similarly. On the other hand, if the newly added data are close to the current sample mean, they will be approximately equally weighted in estimating all three values, and push the data of extreme values; away from the middle of the empirical cdf to let them be more lightly weighted. Consequently, both new bounds are closer to the new sample mean. Based on the above observations, we can understand why the convergent sample size is proportional to the normalized standard deviation u / p of P . If u / p is large, relatively the sample data tend to spread over a wider value range so that it is more difficult for &,L and &ipv to converge. If u/,u is small, the sample data tend to focus on a limited value band and convergence will be faster. Table 2 . In our implementation, an average power sample is obtained by taking the mean of a sample of size 32, instead of 50 as used in [l] . The difference in sample size, however, should not interfere the comparison because 1) it is explicitly assumed in [l] that the sample mean is normally distributed for any sample size; and 2) a rule-of-thumb sample size for the sample mean obtained from any diistribution to be at least approximately normal is about 30 [8] ; hence 32 is used as an appropriate sample size. By using the same accuracy specification, we compared the performance of the two techniques. The comparison results collected from 1000 simulation runs are listed in Table 3. In this table, Min, Max, and Avg represent the minimum, maximum, and average sample size used during the 1000 simulation runs, respectively; Err shows the percentage of the runs violating the accuracy specification. Since the confidence level is specified as 0.99, for 1000 runs the error percentage is at most 1% if the assumption that the sample mean is normally distributed is valid. As shown in Table 3 , the error percentage of McPower is more than 1% for 9 of 21 test circuits, implying that the assumption is not generally valid. On the contrary, for all the simulation runs conducted for all the benchmark circuits, no error is detected from the the results generated by DIPE. It should be noted that the estimation results reported here are based on the assumption that the primary input signals are spatially and the input patterns are temporally uncorrelated. If such correlations exist, which usually happens to practical circuits, it is possible that the power distribution will further deviate from normal. In such cases, the estimation error percentage of McPower is expected to be even higher.
The robustness and accuracy of DIPE come from requiring larger sample size for the average power bounds to satisfy the accuracy specification and to stop the simulation. It is a natural consequence of distributionindependent statistical approach, since it implicitly takes into account all possible variations of distribution functions and cannot take advantage of properties belonging to any particular one of them. As a result, if the sample mean power does have a normal distribution, the estimation technique based on the properties of normal distribution will produce correct estimate with a smaller sample size. On the other hand, if the sample mean power is not normally distributed, such technique would not be able to achieve the desired accuracy and confidence. When applied to practical circuits, nevertheless, DIPE seems to be more favorable because the power distribution of a circuit is usually not available at the time of average power estimation. Consequently it will be hard to justify the validity of any assumption on the functional form of power distribution. Since our approach is distribution-independent and can still produce an accurate power estimate with comparably low computational cost, it is suitable to be used as a reliable power estimator.
It should be noted, though, that according to the central limit theorem, no matter what the distribution of P is, as the sample size approaches infinity, the limiting distribution of the sample mean is normal. In such case, (3) can be used for average power estimation. However, the issue about how to decide a "large enough" sample size so that (3) can be used still remains unsolved. It is also expected that such sample size will be circuit dependent. For example, from Table 3, for circuits like C499 and C1355, a sample size of 32 is large enough for the central limit theorem to hold, while it is not the case for circuits dalu and vda. As there is no way to decide the sample size beforehand, our approach provides an appealing alternative that user does not have to have any knowledge about the circuit to obtain the correct average power estimate.
V. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel statistical technique for estimation of average power dissipation of digital circuits. By using the properties derived from the order statistics, we can construct a 1 -a confidence band of the unknown cdf F ( p ) . An upper and lower bound of the average power can be obtained from the confidence band and used to design a stopping criterion to terminate the simulation. Since it is distributionindependent, the technique can be applied to any type of circuits. Experimental results show that it is much more robust than other statistical techniques and yet the computational cost is still very low.
